
Netflix's shares are almost 20% lower in pre-market trade ahead of
this afternoon's opening bell in New York, expected to open at
around $407.90 (lowest prices since June 2020), after moving just
11.4% higher throughout 2021. This move comes after the streaming
and production company released a disappointing trading update last
night, which indicated that first-quarter subscriber growth has been
poor.
Revenue was actually in line with expectations for the fourth quarter
at $7.71 billion, while net subscriber additions came in at 8.28 million
versus the 8.13m estimates. EPS for Netflix came to $1.33 vs
forecasts for $0.88 for the Oct-Dec period, and down from the prior
$3.19.
in terms of forecasts for the current quarter, the firm is projecting for
a mediocre 2.5m new subscribers, compared to the 3.98m seen
during this time last year. 
In its statement to investors, Netflix alluded to the fact that its
competition "may be affecting our marginal growth some", but went
on to add that it is still growing in every nation where new streaming
options have launched. "Even in a world of uncertainty and increasing
competition, we're optimistic about our long-term growth prospects
as streaming supplants linear entertainment around the world".
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Equities: Stock markets are lower again on Friday, with indices in all developed regions looking
to finish the week lower. The EuroStoxx50 is currently 1.3% lower on the session, Europe and
the UK have fared better than the US in recent weeks, due to their sector make-ups and lower
tech weightings. We note that the tech-heavy Nasdaq equity index in the States has technically
entered correction territory, and is now 13% off its record high from late last year. The VIX is
moving higher on Friday, and is trading at $26.20 at the time of writing.
Currencies: The Dollar is edging lower today, causing EUR/USD to undo most of yesterday's
losses, the world's most traded currency pair now at 1.133. Dollar traders are weighing up a
relatively sharp sell-off in American equities with the prospect of rising yields in the region,
while also awaiting further clarity from the Federal Reserve next week on the future pace of its
interest rate hikes.
Safe-havens: Yield curves continue to flatten in the US this week, as short-duration Treasuries
sold off fairly aggressively and their medium-longer term equivalents took a break with quieter
trade. This side of the Atlantic, Germany's benchmark 10yr yield reached positive territory this
week for the first time since May of 2019. Gold has had a positive week so far, now at $1,834,
as volatility returns to other markets and uncertainty increases.
Looking ahead: The only real earnings releases worth noting today will be from Investor AB
and Schlumberger. Next week will be a lot busier, with the big tech names in the US starting to
release, along with other giants such as Tesla, 3M, GE, J&J, Visa, Boeing, Mastercard, Chevron,
and McDonalds. For regular data points, the highlight of the week will come from the US with
the Fed rate decision due on Wednesday, US GDP on Thursday, and US Core PCE inflation on
Friday.

Netflix

UK Retail Sales
Monthly UK Retail Sales results came out earlier on Friday morning,
indicating that the region saw a m/m decline of -3.7% in December.
This comes in below expectations for -0.6%, is the first negative figure
in three months, and is also the largest fall for the reading since
January 2021.
The obvious reason for this decline in activity is due to the initial
spread of the Omicron strain of the virus, which seemingly caused
British consumers to do much of their Christmas shopping earlier
than usual in November. On a y/y basis, December saw sales volumes
drop by 0.9%, disappointing analysts who had projected a 3.4% rise
y/y.

Ryanair
Yesterday we saw Ryanair announcing its largest ever flight schedule
out of Dublin. Encouragingly, CEO Eddie Wilson also commented
positively on both capacity and fares for summer 2022, as the budget
airline sees robust demand from consumers after what has been
almost two full years of restrictive travel.
The company plans to run a total of 900 flights per week to 120
destinations through the summer season, which equates to an
increase of 22 routes compared to the summer of 2019. 
Ryanair stock has recovered well since the initial Omicron sell-off in
November, trading back up to the middle of its previous range, and
closing at €16.22 last night. 


